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With its analog digital combination you can see the time in up to 2 time zones and the world time
feature means you’ll never have to guess how many hours difference it is between your location and
home. Add in the 30page databank capability and you have all you need to call home without waking
anyone up in the middle of the night. And did we mention it also has a 10year battery. Blue Casual
Classic Watch with a Metal Band. It is possible to manual ly set the time and date by following the
instruction manual. If you no longer have your. How do I get a manual for it. The User Manual is
here http It is really har to operate without manual. I am having problem with digital setting of time
and alarm.dont know how to peratethe telephone memory. Is there No manual was sold alongwith
the watch. I want to know the features of the watch and a soft copy of instructions. Follow this link,
fill in the requested details and download manual.. I need the users manual digital to make full use
of my AW80 model 2747 wrist watch. Richenel Hello, Here i the link to your manual. I am unable to
download it to my computer I am unable to download it to my computer Could you send me a paper
copy of the manual to adjust my casio watch. I seem to be unable to. Answer questions, earn points
and help others. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use
a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All
Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You
can still see all customer reviews for the product. I like the stainless steel wrist band, because it is a
lot more comfortable than the plastic ones. It is well worth paying slightly more for a watch with a
stainless steel band. This watch gives me an alarm clock, a count down timer, and a stop
watch.http://www.libit.it/public/buick-century-1999-service-manual.xml

casio aw81d-2av manual, casio aw81d-2av manual.

I almost brought a kitchen count down timer and an alarm clock, but now I dont need either of them.
Saves me a lot of money and desk space. It does require me to read the owners manual to take
advantage of all these functions, but the manual is reasonably well written, unlike some of the
manuals that come with computer peripherals. I was able to adjust the length of the wrist band by
watching a YouTube video that shows me how. Is this watch perfect Not at all. I would prefer a
thinner one but it would be difficult to find one that has as many functions and is thinner for the
same price I paid for this one. Another wish is for a watch face that is as scratch resistant as glass. I
figure I can simply get a new one if the watch face is all scratched up if the price continues to stay
so low. And hair trimmer. Reviewed in the United States on July 1, 2015 Nice features, acceptable
look but cheap material. I knew it is going to be easy to scratch but since i am a careful person
whose stuff last longer than average, i thought it will not be a problem and it will look good. I am
writing this review on the 6th day of wearing this watch on. I take it of at night and dont put it on
during showers or in gym.Please try again later. Tennis1mom 2.0 out of 5 stars I bought it because I
liked the bright blue face.Please try again later. Please try again later. Daniel Martinez 5.0 out of 5
stars Please try again later. Please try again later. Ysamar 5.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later.
Please try again later. David M. French 5.0 out of 5 stars This is my second Casio watch with a 10
year battery. The first watchs battery died after 10.5 years. It cannot be beaten for its price,
durability, and style.Please try again later. Please try again later. Gary Johnson 4.0 out of 5 stars
Should have more reflective material on the hands.Please try again later. Please try again later.
Amazon Customer 5.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later. Gerard Lawlor
5.http://www.lacavenormande.fr/userfiles/20200831141625.xml
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0 out of 5 stars Excellent buyPlease try again later. Please try again later. Luis 4.0 out of 5 stars
Please try again later. Please try again later. Mary 5.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try
again later. S Bebop 5.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later. Please choose a
different delivery location.Used Very GoodSomething we hope youll especially enjoy FBA items
qualify for FREE Shipping and Amazon Prime. Learn more about the program. Please try
again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading. Please see the full Casio warranty for more information.
Register a free business account Please try your search again later.Ever since, Casio has been doing
just that, bringing new discovery and delight to people around the world. This is Casios way of
building an even more prosperous, richly rewarding world.Water resistant to 165 feet, this Casio
original is both durable and stylish.As a company with cuttingedge electronic technology developed
for pocket calculators, Casio entered this field confident that it could develop timepieces that would
lead the market. Today, Casio is focusing its efforts on solarpowered radiocontrolled watches the
builtin solar battery eliminates the nuisance of replacing batteries, atomic timekeeping means the
users never have to reset the time. Recently, Casio launched a series of Bluetooth watches that sync
to the users cell phone to automatically update the time. Casio is always moving time forward. If this
product is sold by another party, please contact the seller directly for warranty information for this
product. You may also be able to find warranty information on the manufacturer’s website.To
calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average.
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon.

It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Miser 5.0 out of 5 stars This
one does a lot more and looks better. I like the stainless steel wrist band, because it is a lot more
comfortable than the plastic ones. It is well worth paying slightly more for a watch with a stainless
steel band. This watch gives me an alarm clock, a count down timer, and a stop watch. I almost
brought a kitchen count down timer and an alarm clock, but now I dont need either of them. Saves
me a lot of money and desk space. It does require me to read the owners manual to take advantage
of all these functions, but the manual is reasonably well written, unlike some of the manuals that
come with computer peripherals. I was able to adjust the length of the wrist band by watching a
YouTube video that shows me how. Is this watch perfect Not at all. I would prefer a thinner one but
it would be difficult to find one that has as many functions and is thinner for the same price I paid
for this one. Another wish is for a watch face that is as scratch resistant as glass. I figure I can
simply get a new one if the watch face is all scratched up if the price continues to stay so low.This
watch will not have that problem. Easy to read time and date. There is a function to show seconds;
but, only if you switch to another mode. Inconvenient and the reason I docked this watch by 1 star.
Nice looking so can wear casual or semiformal. Good features that work, as described on this site. I
have not seriously tested its waterproofing by swimming or snorkeling. But water from daily
activities submersion from dishes, car washing have not been a problem. The wrist band clasp is
good quality and easy to release and close with fingers only. I bought another that requires using
fingernails to release. This one does not. Recommend.And hair trimmer.

I knew it is going to be easy to scratch but since i am a careful person whose stuff last longer than
average, i thought it will not be a problem and it will look good. I am writing this review on the 6th
day of wearing this watch on. I take it of at night and dont put it on during showers or in gym.Im a
geek girl. If you have a small wrist, like I do, you will have to take this to a jewelers to have links
removed.Walmart couldnt do it. Big or not, this is a classy looking watch and amazing for the price.
It is a pain to set but if you are familiar with setting other Casios, only the analog dial is much
different. Happy to have a ten year battery, love the world time zones feature, and it has a nice,
nonshiny band. Girls, give it a try for yourself too. This one is 100% easier to see. I could not see the
time very well, day or night, with the silver faced version. This ones blue is a deep sea blue and a



beautiful watch and it is very easy to tell the time. I have had several Casio watches so it only took
me about 10 min.I did not have to adjust links. Both of these watches came set to Central Time, but
one day ahead. I think you will really like this Blue version.Both are perfectly balanced on this
watch. Its light weight but doesnt feel cheap. The band is nice and easy to adjust I have a watch
repair kit that I ordered here too. The blue background really pops and goes well with the silver
band. Close enough to be a dress watch for wearing to work, and all in all, great bang for your
buck.Ive also worn Timex and other brands too. My previous watch was the Casio 10 year battery
708 MTP3036A2AV with the Cobalt Blue face. A quite nice heavy duty analog watch that had a full
thick stainless steel case. Amazon still carried them up until earlier this year and now only carries
the black faced watch by the model number MTP3036A1AV. I loved the old watch and it took a
beating in my work but never a hiccup until the ten year battery died right at ten years.

The watch was so worn I decided to look for another. The only drawback to that watch was that it
had no illumination for night viewing. Alas, it went away from Amazon even though it can still be
found at other places and I may indeed go get one just because I liked it so much. But I needed a
watch and liked the look of this one with a similar colored face. I wont go into great detail of the
features since so many others have. I do find them fairly easy to set up and work, though thats not
why I bought the watch. The greatest drawbacks to this watch is that it is made very flimsy. I guess
ten years makes a lot of difference in quality. It says the case is stainless steel. But I dont see it. The
top section of the watch is a very thin potmetal, maybe aluminum. But the worse part of the design is
that the bottom side of the watch is plastic. Thin, light plastic. Ugh! That really is a let down and just
wont make it for me as a work watch. So I will be buying another one of the old watches from
somewhere else while its still available and at the same time keep this watch for nonwork wearing. I
do like the night lights though they are not very bright like the Timex Indiglo are. One more thing.
The watch ships with a huge wrist band, also made much lighter and more flimsy than the old one
was. I have fairly large wrists and it was way too big for me. There are no instructions with the
watch on how to reduce the size and theyve changed the design on it from the old watch. But there
are several good YouTube videos showing exactly how to take out links. Unfortunately, the process is
simplistic but definitely not simply. It took me an hour to remove a link from both sides with
needlenose pliers and a jewelers screwdriver set. It was NOT easy. And it still was too big on my
wrist. Since the clasp also has four settings to loosen or tighten the band, I set that to the tightest
and it fits pretty good now though still a bit loose.

Bottom line The Casio AW81D2AV is a very light weight, attractive watch with numerous handy
features at a great price if you intend on wearing it out to dinner, church, a movie, even to the office.
This watch will not hold up to a harsh work environment so be aware that it is very light weight.I
dont the alarm so no bother for me. The disappointing bit for me was the battery died after just 2
years. So much for the 10 year battery life promise. Either the 10 year battery life promise is rubbish
and not worth the paper its written on or I received a lemon! Who knows!Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Very underrated but a winner for me, love it.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Lo recomiendo medianamente, no en su totalidad. Gracias por leer
mi resena, espero que te sea de buena ayuda. Saludos cordiales.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again I still have not had the need to change the battery.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again The light is pretty much
useless especially compared to the light in my previous watch. However, I like the 3 alarm feature 1
with snooze capability and the chrono alarm. The analog hands are easy to read. I like the look and
feel of the watch. I dont use any of the other features like world time or the stop watch so I cant
comment on those. I downloaded the manual in PDF format from the Casio website because it was
easier on the eyes than the small text in the included printed manual. Overall, Im happy with it and
would buy it again.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again The price was very good as



well. It would have been nice to have the availability of a gold colored watch instead of
stainlessSorry, we failed to record your vote.

Please try again Yes it is hard to set the analog time and thats why I keep the little manual in a safe
place I have 3 of them now. We will see how long this battery lasts. Maybe they have 10 year
batteries and the watches are kept in storage for 78 years.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Tengo munecas normales y
cada reloj estandar me queda bien. Esta pulsera es muy pequena. Tengo un reloj similar de Casio, de
unos 3 anos. Queria poner un enlace de la vieja pulsera al nuevo reloj. Aun asi, la pulsera tiene el
mismo aspecto, el montaje es diferente y no encaja. Ninguna tienda tiene un enlace para extender la
pulsera. Me gusta mucho el reloj con todos los futuros, pero si no encaja, entonces tengo que
comprar otro.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again El reloj esta hecho con calidad.
Las manecillas son fosforescentes. Su iluminacion se ve algo tenue y creo que debio ser azul no
combina bien el color naranja. Tiene muchas funciones. Lo recomiendo. Actualizacion En 10 dias se
adelanta como 8 segundos.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again The watch doesnt
keep the setting they change constantly. The screen scratches and scuffs so easily that you cant
wear the watch in public or even put your hands in your pockets or else your pants will scratch the
screen. Without a doubt the worst piece of crap watch I have ever purchased.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Its smart looking and very comfortable to wear. I do however have
a couple concerns 1 The crystal bulges making it more susceptible to scratches and damage. I tend
to wear my watch all the time whether Im out to dinner or taking apart a motor so this is a concern
for me. 2 Some of the functions are a little complicated to use so dont lose your manual at least until
youve adjusted the functions several times. If youve owned a digital watch in the past the basic
functions are similar.

The analog hands are a little cumbersome to adjust and if you use the data function youll need a lot
of patience when inputting the information.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again In
order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until
you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is
not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions
opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new
window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab
Learn more opens in a new window or tab Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and
request postage to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 22. If you dont follow our item condition policy for returns, you may not receive a full
refund. Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a business
if the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont match the sellers description. More
information at returns. You save money on postage by not getting the Casio watch box or the
instructions. You simply receive the watch. I can send the instructions electronically to you via email
by request. The more expensive postal rates all have the clock in a case of Casio with instructions.
Process is not intuitive and have to reference instructions to change settings. Night light is useless
as illuminates from side so LCD not readable and hands hard to see useless feature.

Luminance on hands not very bright so hard to read in the dark. No face markings illuminate, which
makes seeing hour hand location unclear. Band is comfortable but instructions on how to shorten
would have been useful. Couple of days ago, the alloy face surround fell off when bumped going
through a wooden doorway. That was a surprise as it only lightly clips on, not securely fixed not
impressed with that. Just pressed back on but could have been lost if not for tinkling noise when it



hit the floor. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured
powered by Verisign. Great price and if its anything close to the last one I bought ten years ago and
still going strong Ill be very happy. Only reason I bought a new one is I lost the instruction book on
how to set it. Darn daylight savings time anyway. But now I got a pretty new blue face one and a
instruction book too. Setting the analog time was a bit of a challenge but you can’t beat this watch
for the value. It looks nice, it is light weight and it has a 10 year battery. Only complaint is the face
is easy to scratch, but, well, it’s plastic, so be careful. The watch looks a bit more expensive than it
is, which is nice. The telememo is not much use now that I have a smartphone, but I like the size and
looks, plus it is easy to read. Easy to operate and good clear digital field. The only down side is when
you have to set the time back on the analog feature it requires a little time to run the time forward
11 or whatever the difference is hours. Verisign. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import
VAT on this purchase is not recoverable.

For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab
Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more
opens in a new window or tab Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request postage
to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 4. If you
dont follow our item condition policy for returns, you may not receive a full refund. Refunds by law
In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a business if the goods purchased
are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont match the sellers description. More information at returns.
Process is not intuitive and have to reference instructions to change settings. Night light is useless
as illuminates from side so LCD not readable and hands hard to see useless feature. Luminance on
hands not very bright so hard to read in the dark. No face markings illuminate, which makes seeing
hour hand location unclear. Band is comfortable but instructions on how to shorten would have been
useful. Couple of days ago, the alloy face surround fell off when bumped going through a wooden
doorway. That was a surprise as it only lightly clips on, not securely fixed not impressed with that.
Just pressed back on but could have been lost if not for tinkling noise when it hit the floor. All Rights
Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.
Something went wrong. AW80, AW81 5.20 9.04 postage Retro Casio 2747 AW81 World Time Digital
Analogue Men Watch Alarm Telememo Rare 8.50 2 bids Ending 30 Aug at 837PM BST 8d 10h Retro
Casio 2747 AW81 World Time Ani Digi Men Watch TelememoRare. New strap. 29.99 0 bids or Best
Offer Ending 26 Aug at 925PM BST 4d 10h Casio Mens Telememo 30 AW81 Anidigi Retro watch.
New Battery. Working 19.

99 10h 57m Make offer Casio Mens Telememo 30 AW81 Anidigi Retro watch.User Agreement,
Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. You may have to register
before you can post click the register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the
forum that you want to visit from the selection below. UserFriendly Manuals. Product Instructions.


